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  Abstract- This paper reports the results of an experiment on the 
use of Kak’s B-Matrix approach to spreading activity in a 
Hebbian neural network. Specifically, it concentrates on the 
memory retrieval from single neurons and compares the 





For many years, scientists have wondered as to how the 
human brain functions [1]-[10]. All that we know is that there 
is a complex network of neurons in the brain and these 
neurons learn by electrochemical signals which are generated 
by various organs of the body. Hence the need for the 
simulation and development of an artificial neural network is 
required for the better understanding of how a biological 
neural network might work.  
 
One of the approaches taken for the construction of an 
artificial neural network is the feedback network with indexed 
memory retrieval. This particular method, developed by Kak, 
is called the B-matrix Approach [9],[10]. The B-matrix 
approach is a generator model for the neural network memory 
retrieval. By this, we mean that the activity starts from one 
neuron and then spreads to the adjacent neurons to increase 
the fragment length by one. The obtained fragment is then fed 
back to the network recursively until the entire memory is 
generated. 
 
How the B-matrix approach works together with a specified 
proximity matrix for the neurons was recently shown by Kak 
[9]. In this paper, we perform experiments to see the 
relationship of single neuron memories to their location. The 
manner in which the location of memories scales up and the 
capacity for this storage have been estimated by performing 
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   II              Preliminaries 
 
A. B-Matrix Approach 
 
The neural network is trained by the Hebbian rules of 
learning. For various aspects related to storage of memories in 
neural networks, see [11]-[17]. References [18]-[21] deal with 
larger neuroscience issues concerning memories.  
 
Hebbian learning assumes that the synaptic strength of 
neurons that fire together strengthens and that of those that 
don‟t gets weakened. The interconnection matrix T is 
calculated as, T = Σ x(i)x(i)t, where the memories are binary 
column vectors(xi), composed of {-1, 1} and the diagonal 
terms are taken to be zero. To verify if a particular memory x
i 
is stored, the following condition should be valid, 
                                xi = sgn(T . x(i))                                   (1) 
 
where sgn() is the Signum function, with the exception that at 
k = 0, sgn(k) = 1. Recollection of memories in the B-Matrix 
Approach is by using the lower triangular matrix B, 
constructed as,  
                                 T = B + Bt                                          (2) 
 
As shown in Figure 1, the activity starts from one single 
neuron and then spreads to additional neurons as determined 
by the Proximity Matrix which stores the geometric proximity 
between neurons. Starting with the fragment f 1, the updating 
proceeds as:  
                             f i  = sgn (B . f i-1 ),                                 (3) 
 
where f i  is the ith iteration of the generator model. Notice that 
the ith iteration of the generator model produces only the value 
of the ith binary index of the vector memory but does not alter 
the „i-1‟ values already present. 
 
B. Proximity Martix and the Neural Network 
 
The proximity matrix is a matrix which holds the measure 
of Geometric Proximity of each of the neurons with every 
other neuron in the network. The proximity matrix gives us an 
insight into the pattern in which a particular neural network 
retrieves memories through spreading activity. 
 
The neural network of „n‟ neurons can be thought of as a 
three dimensional network of „n‟ nodes interconnected with 
each other with varying proximity between each node. We can 
construct a two dimensional graph of the network as a polygon 
of „n‟ sides with all diagonals connected and each corner 
being a node. For example, consider the neural network of 6 
nodes as shown in figure 2. 





Let us assume without loss of generality that this network is 
already trained with a set of memories. When retrieving a 
memory from this network, the activity starts from one node 
and then spreads to the adjacent nodes as described by the 
proximity matrix and hence, retrieves the memory. Consider 
that the activity starts at the second neuron and spreads from 
there on. If the order given by the proximity matrix is              












Figure 2. Graph showing the Neural Network and Activity Spread from 
Neuron 2. 
 
Each neuron is capable of storing and retrieving a particular 
memory by the spread of activity as long as the network is not 
overwhelmed with information. By the above example, it is 
possible to retrieve the right memories if we do know what the 
index of the neuron to be stimulated is, and what should be 
used to stimulate that selected neuron. Hence indexing plays a 
major role in the retrieval of memories. To better understand 
how a complex neural network might function, we introduce 
the concept of a sub-neural net and an indexing neural net. A 
very different approach to indexing is provided in [13],[14]. 
 
C. Sub-Neural Nets and Indexing Neural Nets 
Consider a complex neural network, similar to the human 
brain, which can store and retrieve memories. This entire 
neural network can be further divided into much smaller, 
functional units of networks with the same capabilities as 
discussed above. In this Sub-Neural Net, each neuron is 
connected with every other neuron in the Sub-Neural Net and 
this network has a proximity matrix associated with it based 















Figure 3. An Indexing Neural Net surrounded by Sub-Neural Nets 
 
As mentioned above, it is possible to retrieve the right 
memories if we know which neuron to stimulate and what to 
stimulate this neuron with. Since a complex neural network is 
a very large, it is safe to assume that the network is made up of 
such small sub-neural networks, which are again 
interconnected with each other to retrieve and store memories. 
Hence, we can visualize this complex network as a network of 
networks, made up of components such as the sub-neural 
networks. This means, collectively, these sets of Sub-Neural 
Nets form a Neural Network that is in-turn managed by an 
Indexing Neural Network among the sub-neural networks, 
which may help in the retrieval of memories by clamping a 
certain set of neurons to retrieve information. A possible 
structure is illustrated in figure 3. 
 
 
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 
The proposed method was programmed in Java and was set 
to carry out the above procedure for a given number of 
iterations. In each iteration, the neural network is trained 
incrementally, one memory at a time, i.e., once a memory is 
fed into the neural network, the process of counting the 
number of stored memories(using (1)) and the number of 
retrieved memories(using (3)) is executed. After execution, the 
program generates the following output 
 
1) A plot of the average of the number of memories stored 
against the number of memories fed to the network. 
2) A plot of the average of the number of memories retrieved 
against the number of memories fed to the network. 
3) A 2-D graph of the neural network with Highlighted 
Generators. 
 
A. Calculation of the Proximity Matrix 
Since we do not have an already existing neural network 
and that we are simulating one, we also need to create the 
proximity matrix for the simulated network. As the labeling of 
neurons as 1,2,…n comes from the fact that we select a neuron 
to be labeled as 1 and the proximity order or the update order 
defines the labeling of the rest of the neurons as 2,3,4… in the 
increasing order of synaptic strength. Since the simulated 
neural network is already labeled, we need to create a 
proximity matrix such that it has the update order of                 
[ 1 , 2 , 3 , …n]. Having established this, we define a bound on 
the maximum geometric proximity value possible (increasing 
order of proximity matrix values implies decrease in the 
synaptic strength of neurons). Consider that the maximum 
possible value for any element in the proximity matrix can 
never exceed (n-1). So the rest of the elements (excluding the 
update order of [ 1 , 2 , 3, …n]  and having all the diagonal 
elements to be zero) are filled with random values in between 
0 and (n-1). This implementation works fine, except that we 
are not constructing a “fair” proximity matrix. 
 
Since we are pre-specifying a proximity order of                      
[ 1 , 2 , 3,…n ], it is quite possible that neuron-1 might have a 
very high geometric proximity with neuron-2 and hence, 
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always tend to produce an update order that starts with             
[ 2 , 1 , …. ]. To give a fair chance for all the other neuron to 
be able to be geometrically closer to such neurons, the 
assignment of the proximity values for the update order [ 1 , 2 
, ….n ] should be closer to the mean of all the possible values 
for the proximity matrix. Hence, the values to be associated 




A. Relationship between the size of the network and the 
number of one-bit generators  
As can be noted from the graphs, the number of retrieved 
memories does increase with the increase in the fed memories 
until a certain point and declines from there on. This is 
expected, as when we overwhelm the network with lots of 
information, the network becomes incapable of storing 
additional memories and may even lose the memories that it 
had already stored in it. 
 
Looking at the graphs, we can notice that for smaller neural 
networks, the B-Matrix approach gives us a better chance at 
retrieving more memories as compared to the traditional 
approach. But as the number of memories increases, the 
memories retrieved by the B-Matrix approach fall below the 
traditional approach. Also as the size of the neural network 
increases, the effectiveness of the B-Matrix approach 
decreases. This can be observed in the 512 and the 1024 
neural network example, as, the retrieved memories using the 









Figure 4. 1024 Neurons and 10 Iterations 
      Verified Memories 









Figure 6. 256 Neurons and 100 Iterations 
 
      Verified Memories 
      Retrieved Memories 
      Verified Memories 









Figure 8. 64 Neurons and 100 Iterations 
 
      Verified Memories 
      Retrieved Memories 
      Verified Memories 
      Retrieved Memories 
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B. The number of unique generators associated with a 
network 
 
The following figures show the graphs of a Neural Network 
of 16, 32 and 64 neurons, trained with 4, 4 and 5 memories 
respectively. The highlighted neurons are the ones that have 
generated a memory successfully. The rest of the neurons are 
the ones that have not successfully generated any memory. 
Each color of the nodes corresponds to a different memory. 
 
 




Figure 10. 2-D graph of Generators in a 32-Neural Network 
 
From the given two graphs, we can see that as the size of the 
neural network grows, the number of neurons that can 
successfully generate a stored memory also increases, but the 
percentage of neurons that do not generate any memory 
increases (31.25%, 40.62%, and 75%). By this we can 
conclude that as the size of the network increases, the increase 
in the number of generators (memory retrieving single 
neurons) is not proportional. Another interesting aspect of 
consideration would be to notice the number of neurons 
generating a single memory. Even though the number of 
generators that produce a particular memory may increase 
with the increase in the size of the network, the percentage of 
generators that produce a particular memory is decreasing 
(25%, 21.87% and 7.81% in the best cases).  
 
 
Figure 11. 2-D graph of Generators in a 64-Neural Network 
  
 V.          DISCUSSION 
In the examination of indexing of memories, we have found 
out that triggering the right neurons with the right stimulus 
gives us the retrieved memory. The same may be attributed to 
the thinking or recollecting action performed by humans. 
When we are thinking about a past memory or an event, it is 
quite possible that we might stimulate an indexing neural 
network, which then stimulates its corresponding sub-neural 
networks until the pieces of memory are retrieved. If the 
retrieved fragments collectively are not the desired memory, 
then the indexing neural network may be subjected to another 
stimulus in anticipation of successful retrieval. 
 
Hence further study needs to be conducted on the retrieval 
patterns and behavior of single generators and multi 
generators consisting of multiple neurons. Also, as this model 
is so heavily based upon the geometrical proximity of the 
neurons in the network, that there needs to be a more 
sophisticated or heuristic approach to the construction of the 
proximity matrix. Also, is the proximity matrix the only factor 
in deciding the update order? Or are there other ways in which 
the update order may be modified? If so, what is the 
complexity of such an approach? Several properties of such a 
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